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This paper attempts to explore a new method to improve the
teaching of computer programming for beginners at tertiary level.
It begins with a change of approach to teaching and then to a
mix of basic theory and practice. It then finds a core language,
which simplified the scope of programme design and
implementation. Dynamic visualisation technique was used as
a supplementary tool in programme logic design, debugging and
testing with desk-check, which helps novices understand their
programme. Finally, the author expects programming educators
to integrate and use these findings throughout the procedure of
teaching programme development, from teaching approach, logic
design, desk-check, implementation, to debugging and testing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Teaching computer programming is always
thought to be “hard” and a real challenge. Students
feel (Jenkins, 2001) scared and try to avoid programming. Even if written in English, programming
is believed to be as difficult to learn as a foreign
language.
Why does it happen to this subject? How do we
teach novices? What do we teach them? When we
were students, how could we have been successful
in programming? What is the way to improve our
teaching?
The following research starts from an analysis of
the current teaching approach on the first programming course for novice uses and later allows a mix
of theory and practice rather than only syntax-free
logical design. The research looks for a suitable first
computer language for novices, which leads to the
discovery of the minimal number statement of a computer language: a core language to teach novice pro94

gramming. Next, the research introduces using visualisation techniques to assist programme logic design by the use of a simple flowchart tool. The research also finds debugger can be used as a simple
programming visualisation tool to dynamically illustrate the execution of running-time code and data.
This helps novices to test their desk-check solutions
again running-time dynamic results. Finally, the integrated use of these findings is highly recommended
to programming educators. It can be used throughout the whole procedure of teaching programme
development from teaching approach, logic design,
desk-check, implementation, to debugging and testing.

2. TEACHING APPROACH
Successful computer programming requires
knowledge of abstract mathematical thinking and
logical intelligence. It also requires problem-solving
and critical thinking skills (Crews & Zieglger, 1998)
as well as the same skills needed for language, arts
and business (Prasad & Fielden, 2002).
Prasad and Fielden reported teaching programming usually starts off with an introduction to the
program develop life cycle, then moves on to problem solving and algorithms and desk-check and then
the translation of algorithms to a programming language. Finally, it completes with testing and documentation.
The introductory programming course for the
Diploma in Information Communication Technology
(DipICT) Level 5 at Tairawhiti Polytechnic used to
start with module PD500 (Programming Developments, which is purely a syntax-free logic programming design), and then would implement the design

with VB language at module PP400 (Programming
Principle).
Fincher (1999) summarised four approaches in
teaching programming. The “Syntax-free” approach,
like PD500, is to teach a quite separate notion (or
pseudocode) from the real computer language. The
“Literacy” approach, like module PP400, is based
on a real computer language. The “Problem-solving” approach is used in conjunction with analysis
and design. It sounds like the next step of previous
two approaches, more like module PP510. The
“Computation as Interaction” approach is for object-oriented and GUI programming.
Even some educators (Nelson & Rice, 2000)
like to teach programming in a language-independent manner, they believe that it is important to let
students execute their programme on computer so
that they can receive feedback on what they have
done. Thus, the introductory course starts in a language-independent manner, and then goes on to
implement in real language. Crews (2001) argued
pseudocode approach lacks real-time feedback to
students and requires teacher’s evaluation. Students
have to spend more time on design than implementation details.
After several years teaching syntax-free programming, I re-considered the way I taught and the way
I learnt two-decade ago. I tried to provide students
with some optional practical workshops to implement their logic design with minimal syntax in Visual
Basic (VB) language. The debugger is also applied
to dynamically illustrate the execution of running-time
code and data, which is described late in this paper.
Students test their desk-check solution by following
the running-time statement flow step-by-step. It dramatically changes the feedback from students. Students used to say it’s too hard to understand, too
abstract. Now they find practice lets them understand better, especially loop and selection.
A survey was conducted to DipICT students by
the end of year 2003. The result shows most students (90%) like to learn theory and practical together when they learn programming. Only few students (10%) prefer to learn logical design first and
then practice. One response said, “Students would
be able to see the logic behind the paper work when
using VB”. Another response said, “I learned better
by doing practical “hands on” stuff”. However, another respondent was worried that the errors made

in language might confuse the logic design. Thus,
module PP490, a combination of programming
theory and practice is introduced as the first programming course for novice this year together with
further changes discussed as follows.

3. CORE TEACHING
LANGUAGE
After the teaching approach is decided, the next
thing is to choose an appropriate computer language
for novices as their first computer language, as this
could affect their learning of another computer language.
Microsoft Visual Basic is one of most popular
computer languages for application development and
programming education. But when educators (Nelson & Rice, 2000) used VB in their first course,
they found students struggled to divide up their algorithm between various event-driven procedures.
Thus, they had to turn back to using C++ again in
the introductory course, using VB as a follow-on
course. Although VB can be used to implement both
simple and large programs, Raymond and Welch
(2000) reported that it is difficult to see the flow of
execution when designing an even-driven programme. They also found the VB environment to be
too complex for novice to use. So, they chose Java
for introductory course. However, other educators
(Knowlton, 2002, Hu, 2003) also discovered that
it is better to teach VB first and then teach C++.
Some educators tried to use a simple language
called mini-language (Crews, 2001) for the novices.
The mini-language such as Logo, Karel and Karel++
only provide only a few basic commands. But, a
novice has to face special symbols and complex rules.
Others use simple language called Kernel language
(Roy and Haridi, 2002), which is modelled on a wide
variety of languages. The kernel language approach
focuses on programming concepts and helps students to design abstractions. It is truly language-independent.
To teach programming practice, we have to use
a real computer language, which is simple and easy
for novices. At Tairawhiti Polytechnic, Visual Basic
5.0 was first introduced to the Certificate in Introductory Computing (CIC), instead of commandbased DOS version QBasic used in 1999. This is a
free nine-week level-3 course. Most students have
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Table_1 Comparison of Syntax between Pseudocode and Computer Language
Items
Declare
variables
Assignment
statement
Output
statement

Pseudocode
No

VB6.0
Optional

VB.NET
Optional

C++
YES

C#
YES

A=5

A=5

A=5

A = 5;

A = 5;

Print
“The
Answer is”, A

Print “The Answer
is”, A

Input
statement

Input A

A = InputBox
(“Enter a number”)

Label1.Text
=
“The Answer is ”
&A
A = InputBox
(“Enter a number”)

Label1.Text
=
“The Answer is ”
+ A. ToString ( );
A = int.Parse
(TextBox1.Text)

Selection
statement

If A > 0 Then
A=A+1
Else
A = A- 1
End If
While A < 10
A = A +1
End While
Repeat
A= A+1
Until A > 10

If A > 0 Then
A=A+1
Else
A = A- 1
End If
Do While A < 10
A = A +1
Loop
Do
A = A+1
Loop Until A > 10

If A > 0 Then
A+ = 1
Else
A-=1
End If
Do While A < 10
A = A +1
Loop
Do
A = A+1
Loop Until A > 10

cout<<
“The
Answer is ”<< A
<<endl;
cout <<”Enetr a
number”<<endl;
cin >> A;
if (A > 0)
{A ++ ; }
else
{A --; }
while (A < 10)
{ A++;}

while (A < 10)
{ A++;}

do
{ A++; }
while (A <=10)

do
{ A++; }
while (A <=10)

Pre-test
Loops
Post-test
Loops

a poor academic background and are novices in
terms of programming. I tried not to put any control
tools on VB form but only display results on the
form. Students enjoyed the visual program rather
than command-based interface. It was successful
taught, even to the students who had no programming background or other training, like PD500. In
the following year, the trimmed and pruned light Visual
Basic was introduced to PP400 instead of C++ (Hu,
2003), and then moved on to add certain controls
on window form.
The successful experience of this low-level class
motivated me to consider using a core language for
novice in PP490. Table_1 lists the comparison study
of syntax between pseudocode and other currently
used computer language, such as VB6.0, VB.NET,
C++, and C#. A core language selected from VB
6.0 is the best choice amongst the other languages
to implement pseudocode. The VB 6.0 core language runs on a window form application, rather
than a console application. It is not necessary for
novices to put any controls on the form. Therefore,
it is used to simulate the traditional procedure programming, rather than event-driven programming,
because it is the only one form-loaded event automatically driven when the programme starts.
There are a number of significant benefits for
novices in using VB 6.0 core language. It is not necessary to declare variables with different data type.
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if (A > 0)
{A ++ ; }
else
{A --; }

Neither has to convert a variable from one data type
to another. The spelling of a variable name is not
case sensitive. The beginners don’t need to get frustrated when seeing Windows Form Designer generated code by VB.NET and C#. More so, it is
easy to debug, which will be discussed later. The
selected core language filled the gap between “Syntax-free” and “Literacy” approach. It also lets us
focus our teaching on “Problem-solving” and try a
little bit of “Interaction” through input box and window Form.
A related study has been conducted by Cilliers
and Vogts (2002). They developed a simple programming interactive development environment
called Delphi Lite, which was used as non-eventdriven style with console applications for the first
year course. They also found a significant difference
in success rate by using Delphi Lite rather than the
Delphi Enterprise version. However, the VB 6.0
core language runs on a window form application
rather than a console application at command level
user’s interface. Since VB 6.0 core language is part
of VB 6.0, we do not have to develop a new package like Delphi Lite. The main advantage of Delphi
Lite is to use simple programming environment for
non-event-driven style programming. In contrast, VB
6.0 core language is used for the purpose of simplifing
the programming logic design with minimum syntax,
in order to fill the gap between pseudocode and real

language. Novices can also implement a traditional advantage to the flowchart over programme lists.
procedure design on the window Form.
Several experiments still support that flowcharts
outperform with complex algorithms.
4. DYNAMIC
Furthermore, Crews and Zieger developed a
Flowchart
Interpreter (FLINT) System for students
VISUALISATION
to develop flowcharts using an iconic interface.
While teaching programming, the old-fashioned FLINT flowcharts are immediately executable. Stuteaching style (Mnuk, 2003) is still prevailing. Some dents can get immediate feedback on their logical
source code fragment is written on the board or design before implementing with a real computer
copied on a slide with OHP and a couple of pic- language. Also, Crews and Murphy (2004) evolved
tures are drawn to illustrate how the programme a Visual Logic Flowchart Simulation Tool. It comworks. They said: “A picture is worth thousands of bines the utility of flowcharts and pseudocode with
words”. This is because the human mind is very visu- computer simulation. Importantly it can be executed
ally oriented (Hils, 1992). Pictures are easily learned, step-by-step in debugging, which provides immediremembered and retrieved. After static visualisation ate and accurate feedback to student. It also presents
teaching style of code list, flowchart, diagram, and variable values observable to allow students to folpictures, educators introduced dynamic visualisation low the effects of the execution of each statement.
fashion in terms of one-way presentations, like mov- Finally, Visual Logic flowchart generates the latest
ies, PowerPoint Slides, Flash animations with sound Visual Basic .NET code. Figure_1 shows using
explanation and music. They also used two-way in- Visual Logic to represent a flowchart. It illustrates
teractive tools, like executable flowchart, algorithm the execution of the following chart step-by-step.
animation, programming visualisation and software
visualisation. The following paper will discuss how
to employ the interactive visualisation tool in pro- 4.1.3 Adoption of Flowchart Simulation Tool
gramming teaching.
The code generated by Visual Logic is only for
VB.NET console window application rather than
4.1 Visualisation with Flowchart
for VB 6.0. The features of this flowchart simulation
tool are suitable as a supplement to adapt to the
4.1.1 Iconic Programming Language
Educators (Calloni, et al. 1997) tried to use icons teaching of flowcharts. The dynamic illustration by
and lines to graphically build up programmes instead this executable flowchart assists novice to concenof traditional text-based statements for their first year trate on problem solving and to understand programprogramming course. They developed an iconic pro- ming logic design. However, to demonstrate the exgramming language named BACCII (Ben A. Calloni ecution of real programming code step-by-step, we
Coding Iconic Interface). But the icons are not ex- need to use another tool found in this research.
ecutable until they generate programming code of
real computer language such as Pascal and C++.
Recently, Cilliers and Vogts (2002) also use another
iconic-programming tool called B# for their first year
programming course of Delphi. Although B# has a
very limited scope of programming functionality, it is
more helpful than Delphi Lite when faced with the
logical errors.

4.2 Programming Visualisation by
Debugger

4.1.2 Tools for Flowchart
Crews and Zieger (1998) reported students
struggled with programming syntax but were in favour of a visual algorithm design environment using
flowcharts. They found flowchart is easier to be understood than pseudocode and QBASIC. Some
researchers (Hyrskykari, 1993) did not find any

4.2.1 Taxonomy of Visualisations
Programming visualisation is defined as (Price,
et al. 1993) the use of various techniques to enhance the human understanding of computer programs, while visual programming is the use of “visual”
techniques to specify a programme in the first place.
Algorithm animation (or visualisation) is the visuali-

To teach programming, not only we need to teach
how to design programme and write code to process data, but also to let students see, test and understand how the code executes and works with
data.
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Figure_1 Example of Visual Logic Flowchart

sation of a high-level description of a piece of software while the low-level visualisation of code and
data is also defined as a kind of programming visualisation. Software visualisation includes all of these.
Programming visualisation must not be confused
with visual programming. Martin et al. (2002) argued visual programming means to construct a programme visually. This is similar as today we use controls from the toolbox of Visual Basic to build up
user’s interface by drag and drop. On the other hand,
programming visualisation concerns the presentation
of a programme. It is helpful in understanding a programme.
4.2.2 Algorithm Animation
It seems almost obvious (Kehoe et al., 1999)
that students could learn faster and more thoroughly
with algorithm animation. The dynamic images provide a concrete appearance to the abstract notions,
which could be helpful for students to understand
algorithm. Unfortunately, the empirical study reported
disappointing results. Lawrence et al. (1994) hypothesised that students, who created their own test
data sets for the algorithm, could learn better than
those who passively watch the animation.
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The earlier algorithm animation focused on showing the results by images at high-level. It is hard to
tell students how the code and data related to programme execution at a step-by-step low-level. Many
available algorithm animation systems, such as Animal, EVEGA, and Polks do not support the visualisation of the source code (Mnuk, 2003). Although
some system like Animated Algorithms supports
visualisation of user-selected code, it is still difficult
in incorporating changes and extensions.
4.2.3 Programming Visualisation
Smith & Webb (2000) conducted an experiment
using a low-level program visualisation tool, called
Bradman, in teaching novice C language programming. It gave concrete empirical evidence that such
a tool is beneficial in assisting novices to learn programming. Sangwan et al. (1998) used a system of
programming visualisation for standard C/C++ programs. Ben-Ari (2001) developed a programming
visualisation tool, called Jeliot 2000, to assist students understanding Java source code of algorithm.
However, most of current programming visualisation systems are designed either for particular computer language, such as C and Java, or only for cer-

Figure_2 Example of Simple Programming Visualisation by “Step Into” Debug Tool

tain programmes of algorithms. Therefore, Robling
and Freisleben (2001) tried to develop a tool, which
is useful for generic software visualisation called
Animal. It provides a language AnimalScript, which
can be easily translated into other language. Unfortunately, AnimalScript only supports a limited number
of operations.
Since no single visualisation system (Naps, 2002)
is best for all learners, a research group suggested
educators weigh carefully whether to adopt visualisation tools. Their survey indicated that more than a
quarter of respondents never use visualisation tools
for teaching. Most respondents use them once or
twice for demonstrations during lectures. Only three
respondents use them nearly every week. The survey also addressed the issue of what makes educators reluctant to use visualisation tools. Most respondents were concerned about the time taken to
develop or to learn the new tool. They worried about
the time needed to find good examples for the course
content and the time to adopt visualisation to teaching approach. Meanwhile, this survey also indicated
the significant benefits of using visualisations. Most
respondents felt that their teaching was more enjoy-

able and had more fun for the students. Visualisation improved student motivation and leaning.
4.2.4 Find a Debugger for Dynamic
Visualisation
I would rather find out some alternative features
from existing languages than develop or look for a
programming visualisation tool to use at a small polytechnic. The debugging techniques generally provide
tools to help users analyse how execution flows from
one statement to another, and how variables change
as statements are executed. Particularly, the “Step
Into” debug function in visual programming languages
(such as Microsoft Visual Studio) can be used as a
simple programming visualisation tool to execute
each line of code step-by-step and to display the
current value of variables in another Window. It dynamically presents both statement execution and data
value. It is easy to use and perform. It can be used
for a programme with any algorithm rather than only
for that with particular pre-chosen algorithm. Meanwhile, there is no extra cost of selecting and installation.
With VB6.0 debugger, while each statement is
executed in mode of “Step Into”, it is highlighted
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one-by-one which is controlled to pass to the next
one by the user’s command. At the same time, the
running time status of local variables is displayed in
the “Locals Window”. Also, the value of each variable will prompt out when the mouse moves over
the name of each variable. Figure_2 shows an example of programming visualisation by “Step Into”
debug tool.
Using “Step Into” with VB6.0 is not only for the
purpose of debugging the programme, but also for
programming visualisation. It is using one stone to
kill two birds. If we say that the selected core language approach simplifies the programming scope
and the executable flowchart assists programme logic
design, we could also say the debug tool helps novices to locate the bugs and understand the programme, particularly when novices compare their
desk-check prediction solution again the runningtime execution results.
However, it is not always so easy to perform
programming visualisation by “Step Into” with the
other languages. With Visual C++ debugger, “Step
Into” jumps to display assembly language step-bystep on Disassembly windows. As well as displaying variables in Debug Variable Window, it also turns
to step-by-step display C++ included system file,
such as a header file and other C language code in
different windows. Apparently, there is no benefit in
showing novices low-level computer machine language code with every programme at an introductory course. But novices have to spend their time
working through all the code sentence-by-sentence
and window-by-window.
It does not seem an advantage for novices to use
the current version of Microsoft Visual Studio rather
than using the previous version. With VB.NET and
C# debugger, although “Step Into” works with selected code, it has to firstly start from the code generated by Windows Form Designer. This may be
many times longer than novice’s programming code.
The more controls on the Form, the more code it
generated. On the other hand, with VB6.0 debugger,
it gets into novice’s code directly. Thus, the debug
tool in VB6.0 is the best choice for a simple programming visualisation. This confirms the previous
choice of selecting a simplified core language from
VB6.0.
There is a related study conducted by Cross, et
al. (2002) in teaching novice Java object-oriented
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programming. They use debugger of their jGRASP
interactive development environment in their lecture
presentation. They found the debugger could also
be used to explain a correct programme to students
additional to tracking down errors. However, we
use debugger of VB 6.0 not only to visualise the
code and data, but also to test the desk-check solution stepping into running-time results. It is also
easy for novices to step through the simplified core
language code by VB 6.0 debugger rather than to
see extra lines of code and extra windows added
by a certain language.

5. FURTHER TEACHING
MODULES
Since the first introductory programming course
at Tairawhiti Polytechnic has changed from PD500
to PP490, and now it follows the change from
PP400 to PP590. Currently, the easiest and most
productive programming languages are to turn to
Microsoft Visual Studio.NET (Microsoft Corporation, 2003) for their rapidly building both Window
and Web applications. Once students learn the basic programming skills from VB6.0, they will switch
to VB.NET by adding controls on window form in
the next module (PP590). Procedure and function
will be also introduced. In the next module (PP510),
array and file will be taught with C#.NET instead of
C++. Application with database (MS SQL Server
and Access), related files, object-oriented programming and Web programming will be introduced in
the second year module (PR610) with VB.NET and/
or C#.NET. However, using both Visual Logic flowchart and programming visualisation with debugger
will still be helpful as a highlighted thread through
the whole programming teaching. Table_2 presents
the changes in programming course at Tairawhiti
Polytechnic.

6. SUMMARY
It is hard to teach novice programming. Does
the software visualisation technique make it easy? It
depends on how we use them. A combination of
theory and practice in teaching programming is the
prelude for our teaching with dynamic visualisation.
Selection of a core language makes programming
simple and easy. This is the foundation for another
teaching approach. An executable visualisation flowchart helps novices to learn programme logic design

Table_2 Changes in programming course at Tairawhiti Polytechnic
Changes
Before

Module
PD500

Contents
♦ Principle of logic design
♦ Sequence, selection and loop
♦ Procedure and function

Language/other
♦ Pseudocode
♦ Flowchart
♦ Desk check

PP400

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦

VB 6.0

♦

Visual C++

♦
♦

VB 6.0,
VBScript/JScript

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Pseudocode
Flowchart
Desk check
VB 6.0
VB.NET

♦

C#.NET

♦

VB.NET/C#.NET

PP510
PR610

After

PP490

PP590

PP510
PR610

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Implement
Test and documentation
Array
Flat file
Application with database (MS
Access)
Related files
Object-oriented programming
Script language
Principle of logic design
Sequence, selection and loop
Implement
Test and documentation
Procedure and function
Implement
Test and documentation
Array
Flat file
Application with database (MS SQL
Server and Access)
Related files
Object-oriented programming
Web programming

and gain immediate feedback. A simple programming visualisation by debugger pushes this research
in teaching novice programming to a climax, as it
shows how each statement flows and affects the
value of data, and also how it provides evidence in
detail as to whether the final results are the same as
the novice’s prediction by desk-check. It helps them
to understand what they have done in programming.
Moreover, these findings are a significant benefit
thread for further programming teaching.
In a word, the findings of the research include
the teaching approach with a mix of theory and practice: the language usage with a simplified core language and the supplement tool with dynamic visualisation by an adoption of executable flowchart and
a debugger. One of them may only change a little of
our teaching. Integrated use of these findings will
affect the whole programming teaching procedure
from logic design, desk-check, implementation to
testing. In the other words, an appropriate mix of
theory and practical application is maintained
throughout teaching rather than “concepts first”
(Ziegler & Crews, 1999, Crews & Murphy, 2004),
teaching with flowchart for the first half of the se-

mester and then move to programming language. For
example, after teaching sequence with a flowchart
and VB 6.0, starting to teach Selection with flowchart and VB 6.0 again, and we then teach Loop
with flowchart and VB 6.0, etc. The following figures (Figure_3 and Figure_4) show the different
teaching order. Finally, we should integrate these
findings into every single programme logic from simple to complex step-by-step throughout the procedure of teaching programme development in terms
of teaching approach, logic design, desk-check,
implementation, debugging and testing.
An empirical study will be conducted for the series changes in teaching novice programming, particularly putting two modules of both PP490 and
PP590 together to compare the teaching with the
other two modules of both PD500 and PP400. Individual comparison is also needed for the following
modules such as PP510 and PR610 to their previous teaching, in order to find out how the changes
from the starting module affect the other subsequent
programming modules.
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